


WELCOME TO HELL
This is where everything started. You re-
ceived a mysterious radio message from a 
woman asking for help. You open your garage 
doors, get on your bike, grab your gun and 
ride through your unrecognizable hometown 
trying to get out of here.



ZOMBIES’ camp

Zombies’ camp will be your next challenge. 
Cross the bridge, get into the tunnel and find 
your way to their camp.



FACTORY’S QUARTERS

Factory’s quarters is a dangerous place with no 
escape paths. Swarms of zombies are everywhere 
and you’ll have to drive fast and use jumps to get 
out of here.



NOT ARIZONA, NOT  
SUNSHINE

Desertic environment full of dangers. You’ll 
have to dodge falling rocks and get into the 
canyon before exploding the gate that separates 
you from the sea.



DEAD HARBOR

Abandoned harbor filled with loads of dangerous 
enemies, ready to jump on you if you get too 
close. Ride through falling containers,
warehouses and sinking ships while shooting at 
your enemies.



CURSED CITY

No one lives here anymore, find your way into 
the streets of the cursed city, do not look 
back, you’re nearly there.



EPITAPH

That’s it. Here’s where everything began,
will you be able to end it?



9MM beretta

The Beretta will be your first weapon. It’s a 
shot by shot weapon with low damages but it has 
infinite ammunitions.



naginata
Naginata is a powerful spear allowing you to chop 
zombies’ heads off and impale them if you’ve got 
the right speed.



COLT revolver

The Colt revolver is a precise and powerful 
shot by shot weapon. This is the ideal weapon is 
you need to shoot at long distance right into 
zombies’ heads.



shotgun

The Shotgun is extremely powerful but has a 
low range. You’ll have to get close to zombies  
if you want to use it at full strength.



SUBMACHINE GUN

The SMG is the perfect weapon to kill armies of 
zombies. Fast, full of ammos and precise, this 
weapon will save your life more than once.



GRENADE LAUNCHER

The grenade launcher is an extremely powerful 
weapon that deals a huge amount of damages but 
has only few ammos. Use your ammos wisely.



CROSSBOW
The Crossbow is a powerful weapon that has a long 
range and is precise. Bolts will pierce through
enemies, allowing you to kill groups of zombies 
easily.



ZOMBIE CRUSHER
Don't avoid zombies, go through them with the 
Zombie crusher. It'll grind your enemies like no 
other weapon.



STEVE

Former mechanic, he rides his bike with one goal in 
mind, find and save Irene.



ZOMBIES

They were our friends, our neighbours, our family 
members, now they just want to eat you alive.



MUTANt ZOMBIES

On some zombies, the virus has mutated which gives 
birth to abominations. These mutants use the acid 
fluid flowing inside their bodies to knock you out at 
long range and kill you.



CRAWLERS

There is no point in running, you have to jump to 
the point. They will not hesitate to jump on your 
motorcycle to devour you.



TANK ZOMBIES

Pretty tough zombies.
You will need a lot of bullets to get past this moun-
tain of flesh.



STEERING THE BIKE


